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Bounds for multi-end communication over quantum networks

Stefano Pirandola
Department of Computer Science, University of York, York YO10 5GH, United Kingdom and

Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, USA

Quantum and private communications are affected by a fundamental limitation which severely
restricts the optimal rates that are achievable by two distant parties. To overcome this problem,
one needs to introduce quantum repeaters and, more generally, quantum communication networks.
Within a quantum network, other problems and features may appear when we move from the basic
unicast setting of single-sender/single-receiver to more complex multiend scenarios, where multiple
senders and multiple receivers simultaneously use the network to communicate. Assuming various
configurations, including multiple-unicast, multicast, and multiple-multicast communication, we
bound the optimal rates for transmitting quantum information, distributing entanglement, or gen-
erating secret keys in quantum networks connected by arbitrary quantum channels. These bounds
cannot be surpassed by the most general adaptive protocols of quantum network communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum and private communications represent some
of the most advanced areas of quantum information [1–
5]. In particular, quantum key distribution (QKD) [6, 7]
has been already developed into several commercial pro-
totypes, besides the fact that quantum-secured networks
and satellite quantum communications are being devel-
oped by various countries [8]. A more ambitious and
long-term goal is that of the quantum internet [9–11]
where remote quantum computers are suitable connected
by optical links so as to ultimately create a worldwide ar-
chitecture for distributed quantum computing.

In terms of quantum communications, one of the ba-
sic reasons to build quantum networks [12] is to over-
come the rate limitations of point-to-point protocols. As
shown in Ref. [13], the maximum rates at which two
remote parties can transmit quantum information, dis-
tribute entanglement or secret correlations over a lossy
channel of transmissivity η are all equal to − log2(1− η),
also known as the Pirandola-Laurenza-Ottaviani-Banchi
(PLOB) bound. For the specific case of QKD, this ulti-
mate point-to-point rate can be achieved by employing
a quantum memory at the sender side, as shown back in
2009 when the notion of reverse coherent information was
introduced for bosonic channels [14, 15]. On the other
hand, if a middle node is inserted between the remote
parties, the PLOB bound can be practically beaten, as
shown by the recent twin-field QKD protocol [16].

Once understood that the use of relays or re-
peaters [17–19] can overcome the PLOB bound, it is also
important to understand the ultimate limits achievable
by repeater-assisted quantum communications [20, 21].
Using techniques from network information theory [22–
26] and very recent channel simulation tools developed
in quantum information [13] (see also Refs. [27–32]), one
can bound or exactly derive the capacities for quantum
and private communication between two end-points of a
repeater chain or a quantum network. This was shown in
Ref. [20] which reports the end-to-end (unicast) results
originally established in the 2016 unpublished work [21].

The present paper reports and refines the other (multi-
end) results of unpublished [21], thus providing a gener-
alization of Ref. [20] from the unicast setting of single-
sender/single-receiver to more complex scenarios where
multiple senders and receivers are involved. In these sce-
narios, the remote parties compete with the others in
order to make an optimal use of the quantum network.
We assume different configurations, including multiple-
unicast (where there are many single-sender/single-
receiver pairs trying to communicate in a simultaneous
fashion), multicast (where a single-sender tries to com-
municate with multiple receivers), and multiple-multicast
(where different senders try to communicate with the
same set of multiple receivers). In all these communica-
tion configurations, we derive single-letter upper bounds
for the maximum rates at which the parties can transmit
quantum information, distribute entanglement or secret
keys. These bounds are valid for networks connected by
arbitrary quantum channels and are expressed in terms
of the relative entropy of entanglement (REE) [33–35].
It is important to remark that the results apply to both

discrete- and continuous-variable systems, i.e., quantum
networks connected by quantum channels acting over
finite- or infinite-dimensional spaces. In fact, as discussed
afterwards, the theory presented for finite dimension d
can be extended to d = +∞ by generalizing the notion of
channel simulation to an asymptotic formulation which
is based on a sequence of finite-energy resource states.
Thanks to this tool, we can compute the relevant func-
tionals on the sequence and then take the infinite-energy
limit of their values over the sequence. In this way, we
automatically and rigorously prove the results for bosonic
channels, following the methods that were originally de-
signed in Refs. [13, 20, 21].
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present

preliminary notions on adaptive protocols, besides the
tools of simulation and stretching for channels [13] and
networks [20]. The expert reader can skip this part and
directly start from Sec. III which provides general de-
scription of the various configurations considered in this
work. Secs. IV and V consider multiple-unicast settings
under single- and multi-path routing strategies for the
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quantum systems. Sec. VI investigates the case of multi-
cast communication from a sender to multiple receivers.
Following Sec. VII considers multiple-multicast commu-
nication between many senders and many receivers. Fi-
nally, Sec. VIII is for conclusions.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Adaptive point-to-point protocols

Let us first discuss the general structure of an adaptive
point-to-point protocol P through a quantum channel E ,
following the notation from Ref. [13]. Alice has a local
register of quantum systems a and Bob has another local
register b; these are prepared in a state ρ0ab by means
of local operations (LOs) assisted by two-way classical
communication (CC), also known as adaptive LOCCs.
After the first adaptive LOCC Λ0, Alice selects a system
a1 ∈ a and sends it to Bob through the quantum chan-
nel E . Once Bob receives the output b1, this is included
in his register b1b → b and another adaptive LOCC Λ1

is performed by the parties. The second transmission
starts by selecting another system a2 ∈ a which is sent
through E whose output a2 is received by Bob. Bob up-
dates his register b2b → b and another adaptive LOCC
Λ2 is performed. The generic i-th transmission is shown
in Fig. 1. After n uses, Alice and Bob have implemented
an adaptive protocol P defined by the sequence of LOCCs
{Λ0,Λ1 . . .} and providing an output state ρnab close in
trace norm to a target state φn with nRε

n (target) bits,
i.e., such that ‖ρnab − φn‖ ≤ ε.

a
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FIG. 1: Generic ith transmission through channel E in a
point-to-point adaptive protocol. The transmission ai → bi is
interleaved by two adaptive LOCCs, Λi−1 and Λi, performed
by Alice and Bob on their local registers a and b.

If we now consider the limit for large n (asymptotic
rate) and small ε (weak converse), and then we optimize
over the protocols P , we define the two-way assisted ca-
pacity of E , i.e.,

C(E) := sup
P

lim
ε,n

Rε
n. (1)

Assume that the target φn is a maximally-entangled
state, so that the target bits are entanglement bits
(ebits). In this case, C(E) corresponds to the two-way
entanglement-distribution capacity D2(E), which is also
equal to the two-way quantum capacity Q2(E). Assume
instead that φn is a private state [36], so that the target
bits are private bits, then C(E) corresponds to the secret
key capacity K(E) ≥ D2(E).

B. LOCC simulation of quantum channels

One may follow the general recipe of Ref. [13] to sim-
plify an adaptive protocol over E and write a single-letter
upper bound for the two-way assisted capacity C(E). The
first step is the simulation of the channel E by means of
an LOCC T and some resource state σ. For any channel
E , we may always find a simulation such that

E(ρ) = T (ρ⊗ σ). (2)

A channel simulable with resource state σ may also be
called “σ-stretchable”. It is important to note that the
simulation may also be asymptotic, so that we have a
sequence of LOCCs T µ and resource states σµ such that
we may write the point-wise limit [13]

E(ρ) = lim
µ

T µ(ρ⊗ σµ). (3)

A very convenient simulation holds for those channels
commuting with the teleportation correction unitaries,
which are (generalized) Pauli operators in finite dimen-
sion and phase-space displacements in continuous vari-
able systems [40]. By definition, a quantum channel E
is called teleportation-covariant, or just “telecovariant”
when, for any teleportation unitary U , we may write

E(UρU †) = V E(ρ)V † , (4)

for another (generally-different) unitary V . Note that
Pauli channels [1], erasure channels and bosonic Gaussian
channels [4] are all telecovariant.
For a telecovariant channel E , we write the simulation

E(ρ) = Ttele(ρ⊗ σE), (5)

where Ttele is a teleportation protocol [37–40] and σE :=
I ⊗ E(Φ) is the Choi matrix of the channel, with Φ be-
ing a maximally entangled state. For bosonic Gaussian
channels, the Choi matrix is asymptotic, i.e., defined by
the µ-limit of the sequence σµ

E := I ⊗ E(Φµ), where Φµ

is a two-mode squeezed vacuum (TMSV) state with vari-
ance parameter µ [4]. Thus, we may write the asymptotic
simulation

E(ρ) = lim
µ

T µ
tele(ρ⊗ σµ

E ), (6)

where T µ
tele is a sequence of teleportation-LOCCs.

C. Stretching and single-letter bound

In an adaptive protocol, we may replace each trans-
mission through the channel E with its simulation (T , σ).
Then, as shown in Ref. [13], we may collapse all the simu-
lation LOCCs T and the adaptive LOCCs of the protocol
{Λ0,Λ1 . . .} into a single trace-preserving LOCC Λ̄. In
this way, the n-use output state of the protocol can be
decomposed as

ρnab = Λ̄
(

σ⊗n
)

. (7)
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If the simulation of the channel is asymptotic, the stretch-
ing takes the form ρnab = limµ Λ̄µ(σ

µ⊗n) for a sequence of
trace-preserving LOCC Λ̄µ and resource states σµ. See
Ref. [13, 29, 30] for a precise formulation of this limit
where the simulation error is explicitly taken into ac-
count.
Suppose that we want to compute an entanglement

measure over the output state. In particular, let us con-
sider the REE. For a quantum state ρ, this is [33]

ER(ρ) = inf
γ∈SEP

S(ρ||γ), (8)

where γ is an arbitrary separable state and S is the quan-
tum relative entropy S(ρ||γ) := Tr [ρ(log2 ρ− log2 γ)].
More weakly, if we consider an asymptotic state σ :=
limµ σ

µ, the previous definition can be extended as

ER(σ) = lim inf
µ→+∞

ER(σ
µ) = inf

γµ
lim inf
µ→+∞

S(σµ||γµ), (9)

where γµ is a converging sequence of separable states [13].
Because the REE is monotonic under trace-preserving

LOCCs (data processing) and sub-additive over tensor
products, we may write

ER(ρ
n
ab) = ER

[

Λ̄
(

σ⊗n
)]

≤ ER

(

σ⊗n
)

≤ nER (σ) . (10)

Now recall that the REE is also asymptotically con-
tinuous. This means that for ρnab and φn such that
‖ρnab − φn‖ ≤ ε, we may write

|ER(φ
n)− ER(ρ

n
ab)| ≤ δ(d, ε), (11)

where δ(ε, d) depends the ε-closeness, and the dimension
d of the total Hilbert space. In the limit of large n and
small ε (weak converse), we can neglect δ(ε, d)/n. This is
a straightforward application of the exponential scaling
of the dimension d shown in Refs. [41, 42] for DV systems
and extended to CV systems in Ref. [13]. For a simplified
treatment for CV systems see also Ref. [29]. Because
ER(φ

n) ≥ nRε
n [36], we therefore have

Rε
n ≤ ER (σ) + n−1δ(d, ε), (12)

which leads to the single-letter upper bound [13]

C(E) ≤ ER(σ). (13)

In particular, for telecovariant E , we may write

C(E) ≤ ER(σE), (14)

with a suitable asymptotic formulation for bosonic Gaus-
sian channels based on Eq. (9).
Among telecovariant channels, the “distillable” ones

are those for which we may write ER(σE) = D1(σE ),
where D1(σE ) is the distillable entanglement of the
(possibly-asymptotic) channel’s Choi matrix σE via one-
way CCs, forward or backward. This is lower-bounded
by both the coherent [43, 44] and reverse coherent [14, 15]

information of the Choi matrix. For a distillable channel,
the two-way capacities coincide and are given by

C(E) = ER(σE) = D1(σE ). (15)

This is the case for a number of channels, including the
dephasing channel, the erasure channel, the pure-loss
channel and the quantum-limited amplifier. For a pure-
loss channel with transmissivity η, the two-way capacity
is simply given by the PLOB bound [13, Eq. (19)]

C(η) = − log2(1− η) . (16)

As secret-key capacity, this bounds the maximum rate of
any point-to-point QKD protocol.

D. Notation for quantum networks

We model a quantum communication network N as
an undirected finite graph [22] N = (P,E), where P is
the set of points or nodes, and E is the set of undirected
edges. Every point can be identified with a corresponding
local register p of quantum systems. The existence of an
edge (x,y), between two points x and y, means that
there is a physical quantum channel Exy between them
(which can be forward Ex→y or backward Ey→x). For
points pi and pj , we also use the short-hand notation
Eij := Epipj

. We use the notation a and b for Alice
and Bob, respectively. A path or route between these
two end-points is a sequence of edges (a,pi), · · · , (pj ,b),
that we may simply denote as a−pi−· · ·−pj−b. For a
route with N middle points (or repeaters), we have N+1
edges and, therefore, a corresponding sequence of N + 1
channels {E0, · · · , Ek, · · · , EN} from Alice to Bob.
There are different possible routes between two end-

points. For this reason, they may also use different rout-
ing strategies. In single-path routing, Alice and Bob ex-
ploit a single route in each use of the network, and this
route can be changed for the different network uses. In
multi-path routing, Alice and Bob exploit many routes
in parallel in each use of the network. In particular, they
may adopt a flooding strategy [45] where each edge of the
network is used exactly once in each end-to-end trans-
mission. In both cases, we assume that the quantum
protocols are adaptive, meaning that each transmission
through each channel is interleaved with a network adap-
tive LOCCs, where all points of the network apply LOs
on their local registers assisted by unlimited two-way CC
with all the other points of the network.
An entanglement cut C of the quantum network N is

a bipartition (A,B) of all the points P such that a ∈
A and b ∈ B. Correspondingly, the cut-set C̃ of C is
the ensemble of edges across the bipartition, i.e., C̃ =
{(x,y) ∈ E : x ∈ A,y ∈ B}. It is clear that C̃ also
identifies an ensemble of channels {Exy}(x,y)∈C̃. Given a

cut, we may also consider the complementary sets

Ã = {(x,y) ∈ E : x,y ∈ A}, (17)

B̃ = {(x,y) ∈ E : x,y ∈ B}, (18)
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so that Ã ∪ B̃ ∪ C̃ = E.
Given an undirected network N = (P,E) we can in-

troduce an orientation by transforming it in a directed
graph. One can choose a direction for all edges so that
a generic edge (x,y) becomes an ordered pair where x
is the “tail” and y is the “head”. In choosing these di-
rections, we keep Alice as tail and Bob as head, so that
the quantum network can be represented as a flow net-
work where Alice is the source and Bob is the sink [46–
50]. There are O(2|E|) possible orientations. Given
an orientation of N , there is a corresponding flow net-
work ND = (P,ED), where ED is the set of directed
edges. Then, for arbitrary point p, we define its out-
neighborhood as the set of heads going from p

Nout(p) = {x ∈ P : (p,x) ∈ ED}, (19)

and its in-neighborhood as the set of tails going into p

N in(p) = {x ∈ P : (x,p) ∈ ED}. (20)

A multi-message quantum multicast from point p is a
point-to-multipoint connection from p to part of its out-
neighborhood Nout(p), so that different messages (quan-
tum states or keys) are received by the receiving points.
It is a single-message multicast if the messages coincide.

E. Simulation and stretching of a network

Given an arbitrary network N , we may replace it with
its simulation [20, 21]. In fact, for any edge (x,y), we
may replace the quantum channel Exy with its simulation
Sxy = (Txy, σxy) for some LOCC Txy and resource state
σxy. Repeating this process for all the edges defines an
LOCC simulation of the network S(N ) = {Sxy}(x,y)∈E

where all channels Exy are replaced by resource states
σxy. There is a corresponding resource representation
of the network σ(N ) = {σxy}(x,y)∈E. See also Fig. 2
for a simple example. In particular, for a telecovariant
network, where all channels are telecovariant, then the
simulation involves teleportation LOCCs and the net-
work can be replaced by its Choi representation σ(N ) =
{σExy

}(x,y)∈E. Here each channel Exy is replaced by its
(possibly-asymptotic) Choi matrix σExy

. A quantum net-
work is said to be distillable if it is connected by distill-
able channels.
Given an arbitrary adaptive protocol implemented over

the quantum network N , we can use the network simu-
lation σ(N ) to stretch the protocol and decompose the
total output state ρna...b of network after n uses as follows

ρna...b = Λ̄

[

⊗

(x,y)∈E

σ
⊗nxy

xy

]

, (21)

where Λ̄ is a trace-preserving LOCC and nxy is the
number of uses of the edge (x,y). In particular, we
have nxy ≤ n (nxy = n) for a single-path (flooding)
protocol. In other words, introducing the probabilities

(a) p0

p1

p2

p3 (b)

ℰ�� ℰ��

ℰ�� ℰ��

���

���

���

���

FIG. 2: Network simulation. Consider a simple four-point
quantum network N = ({p0,p1,p2,p3}, E) with end points
p0 = a (Alice) p3 = b (Bob). Edge (pi,pj) has an associ-
ated quantum channel Eij . By simulating each channel Eij

with a corresponding resource state σij , we define a resource
representation of the network σ(N ) = {σ01, σ02, σ13, σ23}.

pxy := nxy/n we have pxy ≤ 1 (= 1) for a single-path
(flooding) protocol [20, 21].
Tracing out all the network points except the two end-

points, from Eq. (21) we get Alice and Bob’s shared state
ρnab. For any entanglement cut C and corresponding cut-

set C̃, we may write a better decomposition for Alice and
Bob’s output state. This is given by

ρnab(C) = Λ̄ab

[

⊗

(x,y)∈C̃

σ
⊗nxy

xy

]

, (22)

where Λ̄ab is a trace-preserving LOCC with respect to
Alice and Bob. Previous Eqs. (21) and (22) can be ex-
tended to asymptotic resource states by introducing suit-
able limits. See Ref. [20, 21] for more details on these
methods.

III. MULTIPLE SENDERS AND RECEIVERS

One of the basic working mechanisms in a quantum
communication network is the unicast setting, based on
a single sender a and a single receiver b. However, in gen-
eral, we may consider multiple senders {ai} and receivers
{bj}, which may simultaneously communicate according
to various configurations. For simplicity, these sets are
intended to be disjoint {ai} ∩ {bj} = ∅, so that an end-
point cannot be sender and receiver at the same time. It
is clear that all the results from Ref. [20, 21], derived for
the two basic routing strategies, provide general upper
bounds which are still valid for the individual end-to-
end capacities associated with each sender-receiver pair
(ai,bi) in the various settings with multiple end-points.
In the following sections, we start with the multiple-

unicast quantum network. This consists of M Al-
ices {a1, . . . , aM} and M Bobs {b1, . . . ,bM}, with the
generic ith Alice ai communicating with a corresponding
ith Bob bi. This case can be studied by assuming single-
path routing (Sec. IV) or multipath routing (Sec. V).
Besides the general bounds inherited from the unicast
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scenario, we derive a specific set of upper bounds for the
rates that are simultaneously achievable by all parties.

Another important case is the multicast (multi-
message) quantum network, where a single sender simul-
taneously communicates with M ≥ 1 receivers, e.g., for
distributing M different states or keys. By its nature,
this is studied under multipath routing (Sec. VI). In this
setting, an interesting variant is the distribution of the
same key to all receivers (single-message multicast).

More generally, we may consider a multiple-multicast
(multi-message) quantum network. Here we have MA ≥
1 senders and MB ≥ 1 receivers, and each sender com-
municates simultaneously with the entire set of receivers
communicating different states or keys (Sec. VII). In a
private communication scenario, this corresponds to the
distribution of MAMB different keys. For a description
of these configurations, see the simple example of the
butterfly quantum network in Fig. 3.

(a1) p0

p2 p3

(a2) p1

(b2)p4

(b1)p5

FIG. 3: Butterfly quantum network. (i) An example of
multiple-unicast is considering two sender-receiver pairs, e.g.,
Alice a1 communicating with Bob b1, and Alice a2 with Bob
b2. Single-path routing corresponds to the simultaneous use
of two end-to-end routes, e.g., (a1)p0 −p2 −p3 −p5(b1) and
(a2)p1 − p2 − p3 − p4(b2). Multipath routing corresponds
to choosing a network orientation, where the end-points may
also act as relays. Each point of the network multicasts
multiple messages to its out-neighborhood. For instance, we
may have the point-to-multipoint multicasts: p0 → {p2,p4},
p1 → {p2,p5}, p2 → p3, and p3 → {p4,p5}. (ii) An ex-
ample of network multicast is Alice a1 communicating with
the two Bobs {b1,b2} via multipath routing. In general, the
messages (states, keys) can be different. (iii) In a multiple-
multicast, Alice a1 communicates with {b1,b2}, and Alice
a2 communicates with the same destination set {b1,b2}. In
general, the messages (states, keys) can be different.

IV. MULTIPLE-UNICAST QUANTUM

NETWORKS WITH SINGLE-PATH ROUTING

Let us start by considering two Alice-Bob pairs (a1,b1)
and (a2,b2), since the extension to arbitrary number of
pairs is immediate. We may easily formulate network
protocols which are based on single-path routing. In
this case, each sequential use of the network involves the
transmission of quantum systems along two (potentially-
overlapping) routes

ω1 : a1 − · · · − b1, ω2 : a2 − · · · − b2, (23)

where each transmission through an edge is assisted by
network LOCCs. The routes are updated use after use.
After n uses, the output of the double-unicast network

protocol P2-unicast is a state ρna1a2b1b2
which is ε-close in

trace norm to a target state

φ := φ
⊗nR

ε,n
1

a1b1
⊗ φ

⊗nR
ε,n
2

a2b2
, (24)

where φaibi
is a one-bit state (private bit or ebit) for the

pair (ai,bi) and nRε,n
i the number of its copies. Taking

the limit of large n, small ε (weak converse) and optimiz-
ing over all protocols P2-unicast, we define the capacity re-
gion as the closure of the set of the achievable asymptotic
rates (R1, R2). In general, for M sender-receiver pairs,
we have an M -tuple of achievable rates (R1, . . . , RM ).
Depending on the task of the protocol (i.e., the target
state), these rates refer to end-to-end entanglement distil-
lation (equivalently, error-free quantum communication)
or secret-key generation.
Before proceeding, let us first introduce more gen-

eral types of entanglement cuts of the quantum network.
Given two sets of senders {ai} and receivers {bi}, we
adopt the notation C : {ai}|{bi} for a cut C = (A,B)
such that {ai} ⊂ A and {bi} ⊂ B. Similarly, we
write C : ai|bi for a cut with ai ∈ A and bi ∈ B,
and C : aiaj |bibj for a cut with {ai, aj} ⊂ A and
{bi,bj} ⊂ B. Define also the single-edge flow of en-
tanglement (REE) trough a cut as

ER(C) := max
(x,y)∈C̃

ER(σxy), (25)

where σxy is a resource state associated with an edge

(x,y) in the cut-set C̃, under some simulation of the
network. We can then state the following result.

Theorem 1 (Multi-unicast with single paths)
Let us consider a multiple-unicast quantum network
N = (P,E) with M sender-receiver pairs (ai,bi)
communicating by means of single-path routing. Adopt a
simulation of the network with a resource representation
σ(N ) = {σxy}(x,y)∈E. In particular, σ(N ) can be a
Choi-representation for a teleportation-covariant N . We
have the following outer bounds for the capacity region

Ri ≤ min
C:ai|bi

ER(C) for any i, (26)

Ri +Rj ≤ min
C:aiaj|bibj

ER(C) for any i 6= j (27)

...

M
∑

i=1

Ri ≤ min
C:{ai}|{bi}

ER(C), (28)

where ER(C) is the single-edge flow of REE through cut
C. It is understood that formulations may be asymptotic
for quantum networks with bosonic channels.

Proof. For simplicity, first consider the case M = 2,
since the generalization to arbitrary M is straightfor-
ward. Let us also consider key generation, since it au-
tomatically provides an upper bound for all the other
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tasks. Considering the bipartition a1a2|b1b2, the distil-
lable key of the target state φ in Eq. (24) is equal to

KD(a1a2|b1b2)φ = n(Rε,n
1 +Rε,n

2 ). (29)

Using the REE with respect to the same bipartition, we
may write the upper bound

n(Rε,n
1 +Rε,n

2 ) ≤ ER(a1a2|b1b2)φ

≤ ER(a1a2|b1b2)ρn + δ(ε, d), (30)

where the latter inequality comes from the fact that ρn :=
ρna1a2b1b2

is ε-close to φ. The extra term δ(ε, d) depends
on the ε-closeness and the dimension d of the total Hilbert
space, as already discussed in relation to Eq. (11). The
term n−1δ(d, ε) goes to zero for large n and small ε. As
a result we may write

lim
ε,n

(Rε,n
1 +Rε,n

2 ) ≤ lim
n→+∞

n−1ER(a1a2|b1b2)ρn . (31)

By simulating and stretching the network, we may
write the following decomposition of the output state

ρna1a2b1b2
= Λ̄a1a2b1b2

[

⊗

(x,y)∈E

σ
⊗nxy

xy

]

, (32)

where nxy = npxy is the number of uses of edge (x,y)
and Λ̄a1a2b1b2

is a trace-preserving LOCC, which is local
with respect to the bipartition a1a2|b1b2. By insert-
ing entanglement cuts which disconnect the senders and
receivers, we reduce the number of resource states ap-
pearing in Eq. (32) while preserving the locality of the
LOCC with respect to the bipartition of the end-points.
In other words, for any cut C : a1a2|b1b2 we may write

ρna1a2b1b2
(C) = Λ̄C

a1a2b1b2

[

⊗

(x,y)∈C̃

σ
⊗nxy

xy

]

. (33)

Using the latter decomposition in Eq. (31), we obtain

lim
ε,n

(Rε,n
1 +Rε,n

2 ) ≤ lim
n→+∞

n−1ER(a1a2|b1b2)ρn(C)

≤ lim
n→+∞

n−1
∑

(x,y)∈C̃

nxyER(σxy)

=
∑

(x,y)∈C̃

pxyER(σxy)

≤ max
(x,y)∈C̃

ER(σxy) := ER(C). (34)

By minimizing over the cuts, we derive

lim
ε,n

(Rε,n
1 +Rε,n

2 ) ≤ min
C:a1a2|b1b2

ER(C). (35)

It is important to note that this bound holds for any
protocol P2-unicast, whose details are all collapsed in the
LOCC Λ̄a1a2b1b2

and therefore discarded. Thus, the
same bound applies if we optimize over all protocols,

which means that Eq. (35) provides the following outer
bound for the capacity region

R1 +R2 = sup
P2-unicast

lim
ε,n

(Rε,n
1 +Rε,n

2 )

≤ min
C:a1a2|b1b2

ER(C). (36)

Note that, besides this bound, we also have the follow-
ing unicast bounds for the individual rates

R1 ≤ min
C:a1|b1

ER(C), R2 ≤ min
C:a2|b2

ER(C). (37)

These follows directly from the results of Ref. [20, 21]
on the converse bounds for unicast quantum networks.
Equivalently, we may re-derive these bounds here, by set-
ting R2 = 0 or R1 = 0 in the target state of Eq. (24)
and repeating the previous derivation. For instance, for

R2 = 0, we have φ := φ
⊗nR

ε,n
1

a1b1
⊗ σa2b2

, where σa2b2
does

not contain target bits and may be taken to be separa-
ble. Therefore, we start from KD(a1|b1)φ = nRε,n

1 and
repeat the derivation with respect to a1|b1.
It is easy to generalize from M = 2 to arbitrary M .

For any integer M , we have the target state

φ :=
⊗M

i=1φ
⊗nR

ε,n
i

aibi
. (38)

Considering the bipartition {ai}|{bi} and the corre-
sponding cuts of the network leads to

M
∑

i=1

Ri ≤ min
C:{ai}|{bi}

ER(C), (39)

where we note that increasing the number of rates re-
duces the number of possible cuts in the minimization.
To get all the remaining inequalities of the theorem, we
just need to set some of the rates to zero. For instance,
for Ri 6= 0 and Rj 6=i = 0, we get the unicast bounds of
Eq. (26). For Ri 6= 0, Rj 6=i 6= 0 and Rk 6=i,j = 0 we get
the double-unicast bounds of Eq. (27), and so on. The
extension to asymptotic simulations of bosonic channels
is achieved via the weaker definition of REE in Eq. (9). �
Once we have Theorem 1, it is immediate to specify

the results for the case of multiple-unicast distillable net-
works, for which we may write ER(σxy) = ER(σExy

) =
Cxy for each edge (x,y) ∈ E, where Cxy is the two-way
capacity of the associated quantum channel Exy. In this
case, we may directly write

ER(C) = C(C) := max
(x,y)∈C̃

Cxy, (40)

where C(C) is the single-edge capacity of cut C. Thus,
we can express the bounds of Theorem 1 in terms of the
capacities of the cuts, immediately proving the following.

Corollary 2 Consider a multiple-unicast quantum net-
work N with M sender-receiver pairs (ai,bi) communi-
cating by means of single-path routing. If the network is
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distillable, then we may write the following outer bounds
for the capacity region

Ri ≤ min
C:ai|bi

C(C) for any i, (41)

Ri +Rj ≤ min
C:aiaj|bibj

C(C) for any i 6= j (42)

...

M
∑

i=1

Ri ≤ min
C:{ai}|{bi}

C(C), (43)

where C(C) is the single-edge capacity of cut C.

Note that we cannot establish the achievability of the
outer bounds in Eqs. (41)-(43), apart from the case M =
1. This case in fact corresponds to a unicast distillable
network for which the bound is achievable by solving the
widest path problem [20, 21]. In general, for M > 1,
achievable lower bounds can be established by combining
the point-to-point composition strategies with classical
routing algorithms that solve the multiple-version of the
widest path problem.

V. MULTIPLE-UNICAST QUANTUM

NETWORKS WITH MULTIPATH ROUTING

Here we consider a quantum network where M senders
{ai} and M receivers {bi} communicate in a pairwise
fashion (ai,bi) by means of multipath routing. In a mul-
tipath protocol, the points first agree an orientation for
the quantum network. For multiple-unicasts note that
both the senders and receivers may assists one with each
other as relays of the network. This means that {ai}
are not necessarily sources and {bi} are not necessarily
sinks, i.e., these sets may have both incoming and out-
going edges. Given an orientation, each point multicasts
to its out-neighborhood with the assistance of network
LOCCs. This flooding process ends when each edge of
the network has been exploited. For the next use, the
points may agree a different orientation, and so on.
The sequence of the orientations together with the

sequence of all network LOCCs (exploited in each ori-
entation) define a multiple-unicast flooding protocol
Pflood
M-unicast. Its output will be a shared state ρn{ai}{bi}

which is ε-close to a target state

φ :=
⊗M

i=1φ
⊗nR

ε,n
i

aibi
, (44)

where φaibi
is a one-bit state (private bit or ebit) for

the pair (ai,bi) and nRε,n
i the number of its copies. By

taking the limit of large n, small ε, and optimizing over
Pflood
M-unicast, we define the capacity region associated with

the achievable rates (Rm
1 , . . . , R

m
M ) for the various quan-

tum tasks. We can then state the following result.

Theorem 3 (Multi-unicast with multipaths)
Let us consider a multiple-unicast quantum network

N = (P,E) with M sender-receiver pairs (ai,bi)
communicating via multipath routing. Adopt a sim-
ulation of the network with a resource representation
σ(N ) = {σxy}(x,y)∈E. In particular, σ(N ) can be a
Choi-representation for a teleportation-covariant N . We
have the following outer bounds for the capacity region

Rm

i ≤ min
C:ai|bi

Em

R (C) for any i, (45)

Rm

i +Rm

j ≤ min
C:aiaj|bibj

Em

R (C) for any i 6= j (46)

...

M
∑

i=1

Rm

i ≤ min
C:{ai}|{bi}

Em

R (C), (47)

where Em

R (C) :=
∑

(x,y)∈C̃ ER(σxy) is the multi-edge

flow of REE across cut C. It is understood that for-
mulations may be asymptotic for quantum networks with
bosonic channels.

Proof. The proof follows the main steps of the one
of Theorem 1. As before, consider key generation. For
the bipartition {ai}|{bi}, the distillable key of the target
state φ is equal to

KD({ai}|{bi})φ = n

M
∑

i=1

Rε,n
i (48)

≤ ER({ai}|{bi})φ (49)

≤ ER({ai}|{bi})ρn + δ(ε, d), (50)

which leads to the inequality

lim
ε,n

M
∑

i=1

Rε,n
i ≤ lim

n→+∞
n−1ER({ai}|{bi})ρn . (51)

For any cut C : {ai}|{bi} of the (simulated) network,
we may write the following decomposition of the output
state

ρn{ai}{bi}
(C) = Λ̄C

{ai}{bi}

[

⊗

(x,y)∈C̃

σ⊗n
xy

]

, (52)

for some trace-preserving LOCC Λ̄C
{ai}{bi}

. Note that

here we have nxy = n. By replacing ρn = ρn{ai}{bi}
(C) in

Eq. (51), we therefore get

lim
ε,n

M
∑

i=1

Rε,n
i ≤

∑

(x,y)∈C̃

ER(σxy) := Em
R (C). (53)

The next step is to minimize over the cuts, leading to

lim
ε,n

M
∑

i=1

Rε,n
i ≤ min

C:{ai}|{bi}
Em

R (C). (54)
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Since the latter inequality holds for any protocol
Pflood
M-unicast, it can be extended to the achievable rates

M
∑

i=1

Rm
i = sup

Pflood

M-unicast

lim
ε,n

M
∑

i=1

Rε,n
i

≤ min
C:{ai}|{bi}

Em
R (C). (55)

Finally, by setting some of the rates equal to zero in the
target state, we may repeat the procedure with respect
to different bipartitions and derive all the remaining con-
ditions in Eqs. (45)-(47). The extension to asymptotic
simulations of bosonic channels is achieved by adopting
the weaker definition of the REE. �
It is immediate to specify the result for distillable net-

works for which we may directly write

Em
R (C) = Cm(C) :=

∑

(x,y)∈C̃

Cxy, (56)

where Cm(C) is the multi-edge capacity of cut C. We
may write the following immediate consequence.

Corollary 4 Consider a multiple-unicast quantum net-
work N with M sender-receiver pairs (ai,bi) communi-
cating via multipath routing. If the network is distillable,
then we may write the following outer bounds for the ca-
pacity region

Rm

i ≤ min
C:ai|bi

Cm(C) for any i, (57)

Rm

i +Rm

j ≤ min
C:aiaj|bibj

Cm(C) for any i 6= j (58)

...

M
∑

i=1

Rm

i ≤ min
C:{ai}|{bi}

Cm(C), (59)

where Cm(C) is the multi-edge capacity of cut C.

Achievable lower bounds may be determined by com-
bining the point-to-point composition strategy with clas-
sical routing algorithms based on the maximization of
multiple flows. For the specific case M = 1, the outer
bound is achievable and we retrieve the max-flow min-
cut theorem for quantum communications [20, 21]. For
M > 2, achievable lower bounds may be found by ex-
ploiting classical literature on multicommodity flow al-
gorithms, e.g., Ref. [51] which showed a version of the
max-flow min-cut theorem for undirected networks with
two commodities, and Ref. [23] which discusses exten-
sions to more than two commodities.

VI. MULTICAST QUANTUM NETWORKS

Let us now consider a multicast scenario, where Alice a
aims at simultaneously communicate generally-different

messages to a set of M receivers, i.e., a set of Bobs {bi}.
Because of the implicit parallel nature of this commu-
nication process, it is directly formulated under the as-
sumption of multipath routing. We can easily generalize
the description of the one-sender one-receiver flooding
protocol to the present case of multiple receivers.
In a 1-to-M multicast network protocol, the quantum

network N is subject to an orientation where Alice is
treated as a source, while the various Bobs are destina-
tion points, each one being a receiver but also a potential
relay for another receiver (so that they are not necessarily
sinks in the general case). Each end-to-end simultaneous
communication between Alice and the Bobs consists of a
sequence of multicasts from each point of the network to
its out-neighborhood, assisted by network LOCCs. This
is done in a flooding fashion so that each edge of the net-
work is exploited. The orientation of the network may
be updated and optimized at each round of the protocol.
The sequence of orientations and the network LOCCs

define the multicast flooding protocol Pflood
multicast. After n

uses of the network, Alice and the M Bobs will share an
output state ρn

a{bi}
which is ε-close to a target state

φ :=
⊗M

i=1φ
⊗nR

ε,n
i

abi
. (60)

where φabi
is a one-bit state (private bit or ebit) for

the pair of points (a,bi) and nRε,n
i the number of its

copies. Note that this is a compact notation which
involves countable sets of systems a = (a, a′, a′′, . . .)
and bi = (bi, b

′
i, b

′′
i , . . .). Therefore, the tensor product

φ
⊗nR

ε,n
1

ab1
⊗ φ

⊗nR
ε,n
2

ab2
explicitly means φ

⊗nR
ε,n
1

ab1
⊗ φ

⊗nR
ε,n
2

a′b′
2

,

so that there are different systems involved in Alice’s side.
By taking the limit of large n, small ε, and optimizing

over Pflood
multicast, we define the capacity region associated

with the achievable rates (R1, . . . , RM ). In particular,
we may define a unique capacity which is associated with
the symmetric condition R1 = . . . = RM (or, more pre-
cisely, with a guaranteed common rate R with each Bob).
In fact, we may consider a symmetric type of protocol

P̃
flood

multicast whose target state φ must have nRε,n
i ≥ nRε,n

bits for any i. Then, by taking the asymptotic limit of
large n small ε, and maximizing over all such protocols,
we may define the multicast network capacity

CM (N ) = sup
P̃

flood

multicast

lim
ε,n

Rε,n. (61)

This rate quantifies the maximum number of target bits
per network use (multipath transmission) that Alice may
simultaneously share with each Bob in the destination set
{bi}. We have the usual hierarchy QM

2 (N ) = DM
2 (N ) ≤

KM (N ) when we specify the target state. We can now
state the following general bound.

Theorem 5 (Quantum multicast) Let us consider a
multicast quantum network N with one sender and M
receivers {bi}. Adopt a simulation of the network with
a resource representation σ(N ) = {σxy}(x,y)∈E. In
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particular, σ(N ) can be a Choi-representation for a
teleportation-covariant N . Then we have the following
outer bounds for the capacity region

Ri ≤ Em

R (i) := min
C:a|bi

Em

R (C) for any i, (62)

Ri +Rj ≤ min
C:a|bibj

Em

R (C) for any i 6= j (63)

...

M
∑

i=1

Ri ≤ min
C:a|{bi}

Em

R (C), (64)

where Em

R (C) is the multi-edge flow of REE through cut
C. In particular, the multicast network capacity satisfies

CM (N ) ≤ min
i∈{1,M}

Em

R (i). (65)

It is understood that formulations may be asymptotic for
quantum networks with bosonic channels.

Proof. Consider the upper bound given by secret-key
generation. With respect to the bipartition a|{bi}, we
may write the usual steps starting form the distillable
key of the target state

KD(a|{bi})φ = n

M
∑

i=1

Rε,n
i (66)

≤ ER(a|{bi})φ (67)

≤ ER(a|{bi})ρn + δ(ε, d), (68)

leading to the asymptotic limit

lim
ε,n

M
∑

i=1

Rε,n
i ≤ lim

n→+∞
n−1ER(a|{bi})ρn . (69)

For any cut C : a|{bi} of the (simulated) network, we
may write the decomposition

ρna{bi}
(C) = Λ̄C

a{bi}

[

⊗

(x,y)∈C̃

σ⊗n
xy

]

, (70)

for some trace-preserving LOCC Λ̄C
a{bi}

. By replacing

ρn = ρn
a{bi}

(C) in Eq. (69), we therefore get

lim
ε,n

M
∑

i=1

Rε,n
i ≤

∑

(x,y)∈C̃

ER(σxy) := Em
R (C). (71)

By minimizing over the cuts and maximizing over the
protocols, we may write

M
∑

i=1

Ri ≤ min
C:a|{bi}

Em
R (C). (72)

The other conditions in Eqs. (62)-(64) are obtained by
setting part of the rates Rε,n

i to zero in the target state

(as in the previous proofs). In particular, set Rε,n
i 6= 0

for some i, while Rε,n
j = 0 for any j 6= i. The target state

becomes φ := φ
⊗nR

ε,n
i

abi
⊗σsep and we repeat the derivation

with respect to the bipartition a|bi. This leads to

lim
ε,n

Rε,n
i ≤ lim

n→+∞
n−1ER(a|bi)ρn , (73)

where we may directly consider the reduced state

ρn = ρnabi
= Tr{bj 6=i}

[

ρna{b1,...,bM}

]

. (74)

For any cut C : a|bi, we therefore have

ρnabi
(C) = Λ̄C

abi

[

⊗

(x,y)∈C̃

σ⊗n
xy

]

, (75)

which leads to limε,n R
ε,n
i ≤ Em

R (C). By minimizing over
the cuts, one gets

lim
ε,n

Rε,n
i ≤ Em

R (i) := min
C:a|bi

Em
R (C). (76)

Since this is true for any protocol PM , it can be extended
to the achievable rates, i.e., we get Eq. (62).
For the multicast network capacity, just note that

lim
ε,n

Rε,n ≤ min
i
{lim
ε,n

Rε,n
i }. (77)

Therefore, from Eq. (76), we may write

lim
ε,n

Rε,n ≤ min
i

Em
R (i). (78)

This is true for any symmetric protocol PM
sym which leads

to the result of Eq. (65). Results are extended to asymp-
totic simulations of bosonic channels in the usual way. �
As usual, in the case of distillable networks, we may

prove stronger results. As a direct consequence of Theo-
rem 5, we may write the following cutset bound.

Corollary 6 Consider a multicast quantum network N
with one sender and M receivers {bi}. If the network is
distillable, then we have the following outer bounds for
the capacity region

Ri ≤ Cm(i) = min
C:a|bi

Cm(C) for any i, (79)

Ri +Rj ≤ min
C:a|bibj

Cm(C) for any i 6= j (80)

...

M
∑

i=1

Ri ≤ min
C:a|{bi}

Cm(C), (81)

where Cm(C) is the multi-edge capacity of cut C and
Cm(i) is the multipath capacity between the sender and
the ith receiver (in a unicast setting). In particular, the
multicast network capacity must satisfy the bound

CM (N ) ≤ min
i∈{1,M}

Cm(i) . (82)
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Our previous results refer to the general case of multi-
ple independent messages. In a multicast quantum net-
work, this means that Alice distributes M different se-
quences of target bits to the M Bobs {bi}. For instance,
these may represent M different secret keys, one for each
Bob in the destination set. For this specific task (key dis-
tribution), the multicast capacity of the network CM (N )
becomes a multicast secret-key capacity KM (N ).
In QKD, it is interesting to consider the variant sce-

nario where Alice distributes exactly the same secret key
to all Bobs {bi}, e.g., to enable a quantum-secured con-
ference among these parties. For this particular task, we
may define a single-key version of the multicast secret-
key capacity, that we denote as KM

1-key(N ). This repre-
sents the maximum rate at which Alice may distribute
the same secret key to all Bobs in each parallel use of the
network. It is clear that we have KM

1-key(N ) ≥ KM (N ),
just because Alice may use M − 1 distributed keys to
encrypt and share the shortest key with all Bobs.

VII. MULTIPLE-MULTICAST QUANTUM

NETWORKS

In the multiple-multicast quantum network, we have
MA Alices {a1, . . . , ai, . . . , aMA

}, each of them commu-
nicating generally-different messages with a destination
set ofMB Bobs {b1, . . . ,bj , . . . ,bMB

} by means of multi-
path routing. Each end-to-multiend multicast ai → {bj}
is associated with the distribution ofMB independent se-
quences of target bits (e.g., secret keys) between the ith
Alice ai and each Bob bj in the destination set. The de-
scription of a multiple-multicast protocol for a quantum
network follows the same main features discussed for the
case of a single-multicast network (MA = 1). Because
we have multiple senders and receivers, here we need to
consider all possible orientations of the network. Each
use of the quantum network is performed under some
orientation which is adopted by the points for their out-
neighborhood multicasts, suitably assisted by network
LOCCs. Use after use, these steps define a multiple-
multicast flooding protocol Pflood

M-multicast.
After n uses, the ensembles of Alices and Bobs share

an output state ρn{ai}{bj}
which is ε-close to a target state

φ :=
⊗MA

i=1

⊗MB

j=1φ
⊗nR

ε,n
ij

aibj
. (83)

where φaibj
is a one-bit state (private bit or ebit) for

the pair (ai,bj) and nRε,n
ij the number of its copies. By

taking the limit of large n, small ε, and optimizing over
Pflood
M-multicast, we define the capacity region for the achiev-

able rates {Rij}. Assume the symmetric case where the
ith Alice ai achieves the same rate Ri1 = . . . = RiMB

with all Bobs {bj} (or, more precisely, a guaranteed com-
mon rate Ri). This means to consider symmetric proto-
cols whose target state φ must have minj R

ε,n
ij ≥ Rε,n

i

bits for any i. By taking the asymptotic limit of Rε,n
i for

large n, small ε, and maximizing over all these symmet-
ric protocols, we may define the capacity region for the
achievable multicast rates (R1, . . . , RMA

). In the latter
set, rate Ri provides the minimum number of target bits
per use that the ith Alice may share with each Bob in the
destination set {bj} (in the multi-message setting, i.e.,
assuming independent sequences shared with the various
Bobs). We have the following outer bounds to the capac-
ity region.

Theorem 7 (Quantum multiple-multicast) Let us
consider a multiple-multicast quantum network N =
(P,E) where each of the MA senders {ai} communi-
cates with MB receivers {bj} at the multicast rate Ri.
Adopt a simulation of N with some resource represen-
tation σ(N ) = {σxy}(x,y)∈E, which may be a Choi-
representation for a teleportation-covariant N . Then, we
have the following outer bounds for the capacity region

Ri ≤ min
C:ai∈A

{bj}∩B6=∅

Em

R (C), (84)

Ri +Rj ≤ min
C:ai,aj∈A

{bj}∩B6=∅

Em

R (C), (85)

...

MA
∑

i=1

Ri ≤ min
C:{ai}⊆A

{bj}∩B6=∅

Em

R (C), (86)

where Em

R (C) is the multi-edge flow of REE through cut
C. For a distillable network, we may write the bounds
in Eqs. (84)-(86) with Em

R (C) = Cm(C), i.e., in terms of
the multi-edge capacity of the cuts.

Proof. Consider the upper bound given by secret-key
generation. With respect to the bipartition {ai}|{bj},
we can manipulate the distillable key KD of the target
state φ as follows

KD({ai}|{bj})φ = n

MA
∑

i=1

MB
∑

j=1

Rε,n
ij (87)

≤ ER({ai}|{bj})φ (88)

≤ ER({ai}|{bj})ρn + δ(ε, d), (89)

leading to the asymptotic limit

lim
ε,n

MA
∑

i=1

MB
∑

j=1

Rε,n
ij ≤ lim

n→+∞
n−1ER({ai}|{bj})ρn . (90)

For any cut C : {ai}|{bj} of the (simulated) network,
we may write the decomposition

ρn{ai}{bj}
(C) = Λ̄C

{ai}{bj}

[

⊗

(x,y)∈C̃

σ⊗n
xy

]

, (91)
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and manipulate Eq. (90) into the following

lim
ε,n

MA
∑

i=1

MB
∑

j=1

Rε,n
ij ≤

∑

(x,y)∈C̃

ER(σxy) := Em
R (C). (92)

By minimizing over the cuts and maximizing over the
protocols, we may write

MA
∑

i=1

MB
∑

j=1

Rij ≤ min
C:{ai}|{bj}

Em
R (C) . (93)

By setting part of the rates Rε,n
ij to zero in the target

state, we derive the full set of conditions

MA
∑

i=1

MB
∑

j=1

Rij ≤ min
C:{ai}|{bj}

Em
R (C), (94)

...

Rij +Rkl ≤ min
C:aiak|bjbl

Em
R (C), (95)

Rij ≤ min
C:ai|bj

Em
R (C). (96)

The latter conditions are valid for the end-to-end rates
Rij achievable between each pair (ai,bj). We are inter-
ested in the achievable multicast rates {Ri} between each
sender ai and all receivers {bj}. Corresponding condi-
tions can be derived by considering a subset of protocols
with target state of the type

φk :=
⊗MA

i=1φ
⊗nR

ε,n
ik

aibk
⊗ σsep, (97)

for some k, where all Alices {ai} aim to optimize their
rates {Rε,n

ik } with some fixed Bob bk, so that R
ε,n
ij = 0 for

any j 6= k. By repeating the previous steps with respect
to the bipartition {ai}|bk, we obtain

lim
ε,n

MA
∑

i=1

Rε,n
ik ≤ min

C:{ai}|bk

Em
R (C). (98)

Since we have Rε,n
i ≤ minj R

ε,n
ij ≤ Rε,n

ik for any i, we

can then write the same inequality for limε,n

∑MA

i=1 R
ε,n
i .

Then, by optimizing over the protocols, we get

MA
∑

i=1

Ri ≤ min
C:{ai}|bk

Em
R (C). (99)

Because we may repeat the previous reasoning for any k,
we may write

MA
∑

i=1

Ri ≤ min
C

Em
R (C), (100)

with C = (A,B) such that {ai} ⊆ A and {bj} ∩B 6= ∅.

Now, for any fixed k, impose that the rates {Rε,n
ik } are

zero for some of the Alices {ai}. If we set Rε,n
ik 6= 0 for a

pair (ai,bk), then the condition Rε,n
i ≤ Rε,n

ik leads to

Ri ≤ min
C:ai|bk

Em
R (C). (101)

Because the reasoning can be repeated for any k, we may
then write

Ri ≤ min
C

Em
R (C), (102)

with C = (A,B) such that ai ∈ A and {bj} ∩ B 6= ∅.
Extending the previous reasoning to two non-zero rates
Rε,n

ik 6= 0 and Rε,n
jk 6= 0 leads to

Ri +Rj ≤ min
C

Em
R (C), (103)

with C = (A,B) such that ai, aj ∈ A and {bj}∩B 6= ∅.
Other similar conditions can be derived for the multicast
rates, so that we get the result of Eqs. (84)-(86). Finally,
for a distillable network we have Em

R (C) = Cm(C) and,
therefore, it is immediate to express these results in terms
of the multi-edge capacities of the cuts. �

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this information-theoretic work, we have investi-
gated the ultimate rates for transmitting quantum in-
formation, distributing entanglement and generating se-
cret keys between multiple senders and receivers in an
arbitrary quantum network, assuming single- or multi-
path routing strategies. We have established general
single-letter REE upper bounds for the various multi-
end capacities associated to the various configurations of
multiple-unicast, multicast, and multiple-multicast quan-
tum networks. The bounds apply to networks connected
by arbitrary quantum channels (at any dimension) with
more specific formulations in the case of teleportation-
covariant and distillable channels. In particular, the case
of quantum networks connected by bosonic channels is
implicitly treated by using asymptotic LOCC simula-
tions, so that the results are automatically proven for
fundamental noise models at the optical and telecom
regimes, such as the pure-loss channels.
The present paper provides a multiend generalization

of the results of Ref. [20] (first appeared in Ref. [21]) for
the basic end-to-end (unicast) scenario. It also extends
the results presented in Ref. [52] from single-hop to multi-
hop quantum networks. Due to the much more com-
plex scenarios associated with the simultaneous multi-
hop quantum communication among multiple senders
and receivers, we could only bound the capacity regions
in the various configurations analyzed, so that their full
characterization remains an open question for further in-
vestigations.
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